
Softband 600

UCHIDA SoftBand-600 is a newly designed bundling/strapping 
machine, that can handle ultra thin PP tape of 200 micron. anks 
to the soft �lm tape, cartons can be securely bundled or strapped 
without their corners squeezed or broken, which saves a lot of time 
and labors putting carton pieces on corners to prevent damages.
us, SoftBand-600 is an ideal solution for a wide range of 
businesses, such as logistics compannies, manufacturing companies, 
distribution companies, packaging companies, E-commerce, 
pharmaceutical companies to bundle �nished products.

- Logistics
- Distribution

- Manufacturing
- Packaging

- Shops
- E-Commerce

- Pharma
- Confectionery

Machine suitable for a wide range of businesses

The new way to bundle & strap cartons with edge protection

Ultra thin PP tape doesn't squeeze / 

break corners.

Ultra thin film tape rationalizes package handling

e Ultra thin �lm tape is an exclusive material for the 
SoftBand-600. e beauty of this tape is, for its high 
transparency, that it doesn't hide labels, case marks, 
barcodes etc on the products. is makes package handling 
much easier.
anks to the Ultra thin �lm tape, SoftBand-600 can 
bundle and strap products securer than conventional 
bundling machines, and tenderer than traditional 
strapping machines with less wastage.

Easy settings & operation

Model Softband 600

Type Soft PP tape bundling machine

Bundline size (WxH)

Maximum: 600x500mm
Minimum: 80x30mm

*Minimum work size (WxDxH): 80x80x10mm

Bundling speed Up to 30bundles/min.

Bundling tension Up to 26kgf, 30-250N

Tape quality Ultra thin PP tape: 200μ, 19mm width, 900m

Functions Auto-start, pause, squeeze

Table height 790mm

Dimensions (WxDxH) 964x375x1,400mm

Weight 90kg

Power source 100, 115, 220-230VAC, 50/60HZ, Single phase

CE/ UL approval Pending

Options Foot switch

SPECIFICATIONS

Notice:
- Production rates are based on optimal operating conditions and may vary depending on stock and environmental conditions.
- As part of our continuous product improvement program, speci�cations are subject to change without notice.


